Conveyor Systems

Conveyor Systems
As a leading manufacturer of Conveyor Systems
we provide a fully integrated service that begins with
concept design and follows all the way through to
final installation.

We specialise in the design of powered
roller, modular belt, incline belt, slat chain,
and overhead conveyors used in a wide
variety of manufacturing and distribution
industries. We also design and install
baggage handling systems used in
airports and ferry terminals.
Our services include both mechanical
and electrical installation as well as long
term maintenance if required. We provide
a 24hr service and a comprehensive range
of spare parts from stock that includes
geared motors, chains & sprockets, belts
& pulleys, pneumatics, and conveyor belts.

www.texam.co.uk

Conveyor Systems

Bespoke Conveyors
Over many years Texam has acquired
very specialist skills in the design and
manufacture of Bespoke Conveyors used
to convey heavy items, typically up to
20 tonnes. Our systems are used
extensively in assembly line processes
by manufacturers of heavy industrial goods
including generator sets and fork lift trucks.

Bespoke Materials
Handling Equipment
Our design services include the design
of specialised product handling equipment.
These bespoke pieces of equipment are
used in heavy engineering environments
where product rotation and stability
are key elements of the manufacturing
process. Our machinery has included
specialist lifting and rotation equipment.

Modular Roller Conveyors
We act as Systems Integrators for
several European conveyor component
manufacturers. Using standard conveyor
modules we configure conveyor systems
to suit exact customer requirements.
Standard modular type conveyors include
gravity roller, lineshaft roller, level belt,
accumulation, chain driven roller, zero
line pressure and pallet conveyors. All of
our systems include full technical support
on product handling, system layouts,
installation, maintenance and spare parts.

We provide
unique solutions
to production
line processes
that save time
and money.
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Overhead Conveyors

Baggage Handling

Using modular overhead chain rail systems
we can design conveyor systems to
convey products at high level and then
return them to lower levels running them
through paint lines, box delivery systems,
accumulation carousels and a wide variety
of other industrial processes.

We design, manufacture, supply and install
baggage handling conveyors typically
used in Airports and Ferry Terminals. These
include baggage carousels, check in
conveyors and weighing conveyors. We also
design gravity roller systems used in hand
baggage screening areas.
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